
ECONOMIC AND ACCOUNTING ASSETS

An asset is a resource with economic value that an individual or corporation Current assets include cash and cash
equivalents, accounts.

Application Economists and financial analysts utilize accounting profit and economic profit for different
purposes. Accounting Income vs Economic Income Example Here is a simple example dealing with an
individual regarding accounting income vs economic income. Has a future economic benefit? But what about
liabilities? You have some control over it. April 11, Companies are allocating more money to developing
nonphysical assets such as databases and brands than to building physical assets, such as new factories. You
can keep it, you can sell it, you can even bake your shoes in it if you want to! With the rise of technology and
professional service firms, which generate ideas and provide knowledge-based services, rather than physical
assets, the U. Requires an outflow of valuable resources? The sale of product, for example, would record both
a receipt of cash or the creation of a trade receivable in the case of an extension of credit to the buyer and a
reduction in the inventory of goods for sale; the receipt of cash or a trade receivable is an addition to revenue,
and the reduction in goods inventory is an addition to expense. Related Links. Here the term identity is a
mathematical identity or a logical tautology , since it defines an equivalence which does not depend on the
particular values of the variables. The car is completely damaged and is no longer drivable. The cash and
inventory accounts are asset accounts; the revenue and expense accounts will close at the end of the
accounting period to affect equity. Let us take a look at Google â€” a flagship of the new economy. Yes, the
digital revolution and the dematerialization of the economy are underway. Assets can be broadly categorized
into short-term or current assets, fixed assets , financial investments, and intangible assets. Until a transaction
is completed, any gains or losses related to that transaction are considered unrealized. Previously they were
unable to resolve the issue of how companies would value intangibles; would it be based in fair value or cost?
The car is completely damaged and cannot be driven. The new economy: knowledge and information. There
may be a flaw in the monitoring accounting tool with regard to capturing the value present in the company.
Other Evaluation Methods Outside accounting and economic profit, several other business metrics exist with
which to gauge the value, profitability and economic potential of a corporation. Variance Analysis Accounting
Income vs Economic Income Definition Accounting income or loss recognizes realized gains and losses , and
does not recognize unrealized gains and losses.


